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Not to be political but even my favorite president, Ronald Reagan, did some bonehead things.  

The worst was giving the richest 

corporations in the world a ‘get out of 

jail free card.’  You have to understand 

that when parents lose children to any 

product they get angry and sue the 

responsible party, even if the rest of the 

world considers that product to be ‘life-

saving.’ The product manufacturer’s 

representatives tried to diffuse the 

situation by claiming the death to be a 

one in a million coincidence. The 

problem with this claim is that it is a 

figure pulled out of thin air. When these ‘isolated rare cases’ found out that there were thousands 

of similar cases the judicial feeding frenzy started and the corporations were paying out millions 

of dollars in compensation. Rather than make their products safer, these corporations went crying 

to the president for relief. They threatened the nation by claiming that they would stop 

manufacturing their life-saving product unless they received full immunity. Immunity was 

granted and NVIC was established (National Vaccine Injury Compensation). The law basically 

doesn’t allow lawsuits against vaccine manufacturers. It takes these cases out of the judicial 

branch of government and requires these families of vaccine damaged children to sue the 

government through the executive branch with its myriad of self-serving bureaucratic 

regulations. These families spend hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal fees and an average 

of five years fighting. Most families do not have the resources or time to go through the process 

especially when the government determines the death of a child is only worth $250,000.  

Big Pharma’s doctors and representatives claim that only one child in a million is damaged.  If 

that is the case there would only be 350 cases in the USA.  Since only one in five cases are 

compensated, that means only $17 million would have been paid out.  However, $3.5 billion has 

been paid out. That figure represents a lot of damaged children and or deaths of children. 

It is estimated that it costs $3 million to raise and care for an autistic child. Of the 1,000,000 

children diagnosed with autism only 5,000 have tried to get compensation. Since the CDC has 

declared that there is absolutely no connection between vaccines and autism, all of these cases 

are left in limbo. Of course they are in limbo. That would cost the government $3Trillion for the 

original million damaged children plus the compensation for the 100,000 new cases every year.  

Here is the kicker, if left unchecked, at the current rate of growth, 1 in 2 newborns will have 

autism by 2035. 



Whether you are pro-vaccine, pro-choice of which vaccine your child should have or anti-

vaccine you should view the movie VAXXED.  It is simply a documentary about fraud in the 

CDC.  We as parents need to know if these vaccines are safe.  Congress needs to depose Dr. 

William Thompson, a senior scientist at the CDC, who is a whistle blower and needs to be heard.  

It is a win, win for the consumers pro or con.  Let us all find out if he is lying or telling the truth. 

I personally believe that this is the best documentary I have ever seen.  If Dr. Thompson is 

correct then it is up to all of us to get involved, contact our representatives and avert this 

epidemic that is destroying our children.  Info about the movie is available by scrolling down.     


